
 

Hello, still undecided? 

In less than 3 weeks it is finally time again - productronica 2021 in Munich, Germany will take place 

as a face-to-face event from November 16 - 19 at the exhibition center. 

Why not visit us in Munich and see for yourself the advantages that testing with WEETECH technology 

can offer you? 

Three product premieres that you should not miss are shown here to give you a small foretaste: 

1. WK 260 DC (Daisy-Chain) 

The backplane tester for simple and direct adaptation using paddle cards. The tester, especially 

developed for backplane wiring, allows very simple and direct adaptation and thus eliminates 

time-consuming wiring. Custom-designed paddle cards can be adapted randomly to the UUT 

and due to the small number of cables the test environment remains clear, which avoids errors 

and increases the reliability of the test. 

 

2. WK 260 RMC (Rackmount-Chassis) 

The robust solution for fast and reliable testing in rough industrial environments and production 

halls. It combines the advantages of the fast and reliable WK 260 PC with the mechanical 

features of our high voltage testers. 

 

3. IDD (Intermittent Defect Detection) 

Realized with a newly developed test point module, which enables the detection of transient, 

very short, non-permanent electrical faults induring a period of time. Usually, the detection of 

such faults cannot be achieved with classical standard test methods. Standard tests are 

sequential - that is, one test point at a time. However, with the IDD test, connection tests can 

be performed in parallel on the UUT. This allows 64 connections to be tested simultaneously for 

short and non-permanent opens or shorts. To visualize IDD, we will demonstrate the IDD test 

live for you at our booth. 

 

Got curious? Then come to our booth hall B4, booth no. 325 

 

We will be happy to send you your free entrance ticket. 

Please register here. 
  

You will then receive your digital voucher code for a Print@Home ticket, as well as further information 
on registration, from us by separate e-mail. 

 

  

We look forward to your visit. 

  

Ciao, "Servus" and see you in Munich! 

http://www2.weetech.de/anmeldung/ticket-request/

